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In last year’s fall issue, I mentioned how 
proud I was to be part of not only such a 
great group of team members, but of the 
cooperative culture of Illinois. The past 14 
months have been amazing and proven 
that I wasn’t wrong. This is a great place 

to be in agriculture, and I’m surrounded by people who genuinely 
care about agribusiness and the cooperative business model.

The accomplishments of this team over the past year were 
impressive. As a case in point, Premier Cooperative moves in 
excess of 16 million bushels of grain to market during the record 
2018 harvest. We also marketed in excess of 74 million bushels 
of grain this past year. We worked diligently as a team to move 
those bushels to market while also preparing for this unique 
harvest season.

As we prepare, the needs of our members are always front and 
center, and everything we do is wrapped in a keen awareness of the 
importance of safety. Preparation for the harvest of 2019 focused 
on ensuring that the speed, space and markets associated with any 
energy and grain operation were sufficient for those times when 
our members need us. Now, one of those times is right around 
the corner.

During my short tenure here, we have worked hard to ensure 
that the evolution of your cooperative continues, as opposed to 
instituting any revolution that would cause major changes within 
the organization. 

At the heart of this evolution is the development of the “Premier Way 
of Doing Business.” We are developing a means to ensure the entire 
team is centered on customer service, yet also able to focus on the 
functions of agribusiness. Our goal is to bring value to our members 
through operational excellence, risk management through marketing 
and merchandising, and accounting and administrative consistency.

Once again, the team—and I define team as both the Premier staff 
and the members—has been extremely patient and understanding as 
we’ve begun working through that evolution.

Many, many lessons have been learned and we’re extremely 
excited about addressing undoubtedly one of the more unique falls 
this trade territory has experienced. We look forward to further 
developing the ongoing relationship our members have afforded us. 
That is something we will never take for granted, and we’ll always do 
our very best to earn your business every day.

Take care, be well, and have a great and safe harvest season. ❍
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Everything Leads Up to This

BY BOB CARLSON, GENERAL MANAGER
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Though I’ve spoken to or met many of 
you, since this is my first newsletter 
article, I’d like to briefly introduce myself. 
I grew up on a smaller hobby farm near 
Platteville, Wisconsin. We raised just 
about every type of farm animal you can 

think of—chickens, geese, ducks, sheep, beef cattle and hogs—
and grew the crops to feed them. My dad was a professor at the 
University of Wisconsin-Platteville in the college of agriculture, and 
my grandparents and an uncle actively farmed. So, I had a strong 
interest in agriculture from an early age, with much of this influence 
coming from my dad. 

While in high school and college, I worked on the neighbor’s dairy, 
beef and hog farm for income. I was active in 4-H and FFA and 
showed registered Holstein cattle. After graduation I attended 
UW-Platteville and earned a degree in ag business. Before coming 
to Premier, I held several positions at farm supply cooperatives in 
Wisconsin for 28 years, with most of that time spent in the areas of 
grain management and marketing. 

With the uncertainty of the growing season we had this year, harvest 
will be later than normal, and we expect a mixed bag of crop results. 
In anticipation of a late and potentially extended harvest, we’ve been 
in constant contact with growers, operations staff, the railroads and 
our truck markets to get our logistics lined up. 

Thankfully, we have four Class 1 rail lines and several good local 
truck markets for corn and beans. As a result, we can move 
grain around and arbitrage on very short notice during harvest to 
keep our elevators open and ensure we can receive your crops 
without delays. 

Based on the results from our crop tour, there appears to be better 
crops in the southern portion of our trade area. That information will 
also help us determine how to position our resources and where 
we can expect to move grain. Nationally, there were more prevented 
planting acres to the east, so we expect to see corn moving in that 
direction and are planning accordingly to position our grain to
access those markets.

It is, more than ever, a world market. Certainly, the trade war with 
China continues to impact our exports. While we hope the situation 
will be resolved in the near term, we are prepared to work around it
if nothing changes—and also ready to move if that market opens up.  

I anticipate an extended harvest and am optimistic that yields 
will be a little better than what some have been thinking. Here at 
Premier, it will be a team effort between the grain team and location 
operations staff to keep our locations fluid and get the best price for 
our grain. ❍

Preparing for the Harvest Unknowns

BY DOUG CROPP, GRAIN MERCHANDISER

Over the past 12 months, Premier teams have seen 74 million 
bushels of grain come to market. Of those 74 million bushels, 69 
million were shipped by truck and rail. To put that into perspective, 
our teams have moved, on average, 1,326,923 bushels per week or 
221,153 bushels per day each day of a six day work week. 

Clearly, that is no small accomplishment. I would like to recognize 
every employee from our operations, maintenance, merchandising, 
marketing, and origination and grain accounting teams for all the 
hard work, long hours and weekends associated with this task.

All teams are currently working hard to prepare for the upcoming 
harvest. Our goal is to provide the best service while keeping safety 
top-of-mind for our employees and customers at all times. Again, 
I would like to thank each employee for their participation and 
dedication in making this a great cooperative and look forward to a 
safe and productive harvest. ❍

Moving a Mountain of Grain
BY JEFF BREEN, OPERATIONS OFFICER
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Help Us Maintain 
Your Facilities
BY JACK MURRAY, BOARD PRESIDENT

As we head into the 2019 harvest, we have a favor to ask of our 
valued members. Your cooperative has spent a great deal of money 
maintaining soybean storage facilities throughout its footprint. In 
order for us to store grain efficiently and at the most effective cost, 
we utilize larger bins to store soybeans. 

Because of this move to larger bins, more pods end up on the 
outside wall causing damage to the bins and the soybeans. At one 
location we spent $80,000 to clean and resurface the inside lower 
rings of a 5-year-old bin because of excess pods. 

Please try to do the best job possible in setting your combine this 
fall to minimize pods in the truck. We will be watching the loads 
more closely this fall and will let the operators know as soon as 
possible to help control the quality of your – and our – grain. 

Remember, this is your cooperative and we are respectfully asking 
for your help in protecting its future. With your help in controlling 
costs we are able to return larger profits to you. Thank you for your 
time, business and assistance. Have a SAFE harvest! ❍

The weather certainly made this a year to remember. Despite the 
challenges, we were able to navigate through it all quite well, thanks 
to a strong effort from our staff and great cooperation from our 
patrons. The investments we’ve made in equipment and facility 
upgrades certainly paid off this production season.

We recently announced the purchase of Miller Ag Supply, a strong, 
family-run, independent company based in Cowden. They’re 
focused on agronomy products and custom application, and they 
complement our business very well. This acquisition will increase 
our purchasing power and benefit all of our patrons. The fact that 
they are located to the south also puts us in a different geography 
and helps spread our risk.

It’s a very well-run company, and I’m happy to add that the Miller 
family is staying on board in Cowden. We’re excited to continue to 
grow United Prairie in the right way.

Preparing for the future
Our local community college, Parkland College, has started a 
program to train agricultural applicators. United Prairie is one of 
the companies that helped launch that program, and we’ll have our 
first student from that program working with us this fall. He’ll go 
through the training necessary to earn his associate degree, and 

we will offset part of his tuition expense in exchange for his future 
employment with us. 

On the environmental and safety side, I’m proud of the fact that we 
won the 2019 Corteva Environmental Respect Award for the state 
of Illinois. This is the second time United Prairie has won the award, 
which is a great statement about our people, facilities and concern 
for our communities. 

Finally, we continue to aggressively modernize our fleet. Our 
dry blending and loadout facility in Tolono also received a major 
upgrade, effectively doubling our capacity. That project is complete 
and ready for the fall application season. ❍

Acquisition Strengthens United Prairie
BY TIM HUGHES, MANAGER, UNITED PRAIRIE LLC

Miller Ag Supply in Cowden

Bean pods accumulating 
on bin walls can cause 
significant damage 
and expense.
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Informed marketing is one of the most critical needs in this volatile ag 
economy. For that reason, we’re working to expand and redefine our 
Premier Cooperative farm marketing team. We’re in the process of hiring 
two individuals for our team—one to work in the Tolono/Ivesdale area and 
another in the Dewey area.

These new positions will not take the place of the relationships you’ve 
developed with your locations managers when it comes to marketing 
your grain. They’re going to be specializing in some of the more complex 
marketing tools we offer.

Which brings me to my second point. We are offering six new 
accumulator-type, over-the-counter contracts. No matter what the size of 
your operation, we have a contract that will help with your marketing plan.

If you want to learn more about these contracts or any of the marketing 
options we offer, contact any of the three current members of the 
marketing team: Maynard Birkey in Dewey at 217-897-1111, Ed 
Hannagan in Royal at 217-583-3105, or me in the Sidney office 
at 217-714-2191. ❍

More Marketing Muscle 
BY KURT SIMMONS, FARM MARKETING MANAGER

Filling Up for Fall
BY GARRETT BRUNS, ENERGY MANAGER

We’ve been busy in the energy department getting 
everyone topped off with diesel and bulk oil in antici-
pation of the harvest season and increased demand. 
While everyone thinks about fuel, don’t forget to take 
care of your DEF needs, too. We deliver bulk DEF 
and also have five-gallon pails.

A new 4,500-gallon tandem-axle truck will be serving 
our customers out of the Elliott location. Some of you 
have also met our newest driver, Ben Smith. He joins 
drivers Jay Warfel, Rick Riblet, Andy Hazelwood and 
me on the Premier Energy team. Ben operates out of 
our Miller Station location.

You’ll notice new delivery ticket pouches hanging on 
your tanks this fall. They’re waterproof and a lot less 
likely to blow away in the wind.

Finally, we recently participated in an Energy Delivery 
Dialed-in (EDDi) study through CHS. The EDDi study 
was developed to help cooperative energy depart-
ments identify areas where they can increase their 
efficiency. We learned a lot from the study that will 
help us improve our processes, which ultimately helps 
us further raise our level of customer service and 
improve our bottom line. ❍


